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the Internet is not a distribution 
channel, it is a major space of
cultural, creative and expressive 

activities



  

While the cultural industries era (1920-
1995) saw a decrease in artistic 

practice* they develop again in the 
Web era

* playing an instrument, singing, writing, 
drawing or painting, theater, dance, etc. 



  

Today's figures in Europe (approx.)

Contributors 20% of population
serious effort contributors > 2%

receive money from copyright system 0,4%
receive serious money from copyright system 0,02%

receive ½ of significant copyright systems benefits 0,002%

 



  

challenge: recognizing*, rewarding**, 
financing*** an unprecedented mass of 

contributors to (digital) culture

* as much as possible
** when desired, to provide them with time/resources
*** when necessary for works and valuable editorial 

functions to exist to exist



  

II. Diving in digital culture: the case 
of creative writing



  

millions of blog posts and hundreds of millions 
of microblog posts per day

Significance presence of literary creation and 
criticism

Spreads to publishing (doubling of # of titles 
per year in US in a few years!)



  

An explosion of new literary forms



  

From the Web to publishing



  

Fair trade publishing

● rooted in Internet-native digital writing
● Cheap, DRM-free, open format eBooks
● sharing-compatible
● fair to authors and readers
● and YES also paper books



  

So what ?

When you hear someone saying:
● « how could I compete with free-of-charge 
access enabled by sharing? »

ask yourself:
● « is it normal that the unfair trade in 
publishing that respects neither authors nor 
readers is considered as the reference 
model, and the explosion of creativity in 
digital writing as an irrelevant curiosity? »



  

For more details

order at AUP or 
Amazon.de

on paper, eBook and 
on-line under a CC-
license

models, datasets and 
commenting:

www.sharing-thebook.com


